Nursery Home Challenges Week 7
What farm animals does your
child know?

Go on a walk, ask about what
shapes they can see a they
walk. Collect natural objects.
Then ask them to make a
shape out of them.
Egg Box Play Use empty an egg
boxes or ice trays for sorting
trays. Draw on the bottom of
the egg box numbers in order.
Go hunting for tiny objects of
the same amount to put inside.

Can you draw round
your hands and count
your fingers? Can you
then draw round
someone else’s hands
in your home? Whose
are bigger?
Make the mud: mix dirt and water
together to make mud. If needed
add some flower to get it to stick
together a bit more but if you
have clay in your soil it should be
perfect!
Form the letter shapes you are
working on by hand. Then collect
some natural materials (flowers,
leaves etc) to decorate. Make
their initial letter or name.

How many different vegetables
can you find? Find maybe 5
potatoes, 4 carrots, 3
mushrooms, 2 onions, 1 broccoli.

Can you move like
farmyard animals?

Ask your adult to write an
email to your teacher to
tell them what you’ve been
doing, maybe you can send
a photo. Your teacher may
write back!

Practice making funny
faces (this helps them
understand how their
face moves for speech
patterns).
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Make farm animals out
of toilet rolls.

Can you sing Old Mac
Donald Had a Farm?
What animal noises did

Cosmic yoga on the
farm

you make?
Put 10 numbers in a hat
and take a number and do
that many actions of
your adult’s choice

Try this puzzle
https://www.bbc.co.uk/c
beebies/puzzles/downon-the-farm-jigsaw

Potato printing – have a go
at making different
shapes

Cut up a photograph or
birthday card into pieces
to create puzzles. Can
you put the pieces back
together again?

